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DEAR BUSINESS PARTNERS, COLLEAGUES, VISITORS!
I am very glad that my colleagues and myself are again able
to welcome you at the occasion of the Transport Logistic
exhibition. Once more, at SŽ Cargo, together with our sister
company SŽ-VIT, we are prepared to showcase our rich
experience and the wide range of services, tailor-made for
every individual customer. At the same time, we would like
to make you aware of the advantages of doing business
with the Slovenian Railways Group. Cargo and passenger
rail and road transports, freight forwarding, infrastructure
management, rolling stock maintenance and repairs,
transport-related research and development, security and
landscaping are only some of the services the Slovenian
Railways can perform for you.
The most important event in the European transport
and logistics field is also the perfect opportunity to
meet in person, to discuss the possibilities of our further
cooperation and growth face-to-face. The European
transport market has grown increasingly unpredictable
and the competition is fiercer every day. In spite of many
market challenges, at SŽ-Tovorni promet we remain loyal to
our customers, always focusing our product development
and quality-related efforts on their needs.

In the two years since the last Transport Logistic, at SŽTovorni promet we have been putting great efforts into
developing our services in Slovenia, as well the services
with our own traction in Austria and Croatia. At the same
time, we have been the driving force behind much of the
integration of rail cargo carriers in the wider region. The
Sava Express product, a competitive connection of EU with
Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia and neighbouring countries, is one
example of our initiative. With our long-time partners and
with our own traction we will continue strengthening our
presence in the region.
As we have been on one side constantly expanding
our presence on the key markets of the region, on the
other side we have been optimising our processes and
modernising our assets to lower our cost-efficiency and to
improve our responsiveness to the ever-changing market
demands.
All our recent activities have but one goal – to provide our
valued business partners with the best possible solution,
which will enable them to achieve their goals. We are very
much aware of the importance of reliable and flexible
comprehensive logistics services for your success. That
is why our highly skilled employees will continue doing
their very best to constantly adapt to the needs of your
business.
I wish you many interesting and fruitful meetings at
the exhibition, and a lot of success in your business
development. At the same time, I would like to invite you
to talk to us and find out how we can grow together. Let us
hit your targets together!

M. Sc. Melita Rozman Dacar
Director
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COMPREHENSIVE RAIL FREIGHT AND LOGISTICS
SERVICES IN THE HEART OF EUROPE
SŽ-Tovorni promet is part of the Slovenian Railways Group.
In cooperation with other Group companies and our longstanding business partners all across Europe we can offer
you comprehensive transport and logistics services on the
Slovenian transport market, as well as abroad.
Using modern logistic centres in Ljubljana, Maribor, Celje
and Koper, we effectively serve the supply chains from
north-western and central Europe to south-eastern Europe
and further. Our customers can choose from a broad set
of comprehensive transport and logistics products ranging
from standard rail services (freight wagons, fuel tanks, road
vehicles, dangerous goods etc.) to combined transport
(containers, swap bodies, trucks etc.) and door-to-door
delivery of small parcels. Knowing how important reliability
and quality are in transport, we work to get your goods to
their final destination in good time and cost-efficiently. To
this aim, we also provide transport planning together with
advisory services on safety and loading, and of course, the
carriage of goods.
Given our customer-oriented approach, we can always
adjust our transport solutions to meet your specific needs
and find the optimal way to deliver your goods. Be it block
trains for high-volume orders, wagon-loads for single
consignments or door-to-door delivery – we always find the
best way to get your goods where you want, the way you
want. We are able to support your business by our E-freight
transport IT system, including the electronic consignment
note.

We establish new train connections and in cooperation
with our partners design tailor-made products to provide
train services when and where they are needed. At the
same time, we offer fixed train times and connections
to rail freight routes across Europe. We can offer you
competitive and high-quality services with our own traction
in Slovenia, as well as in Austria and Croatia. Our transport
capacities put us amongst one of the most important
regional operators of logistics services. Backed by extensive
expertise, we are professionals dedicated to delivering
your goods to their destination the fastest and safest way
possible.
One of our major advantages is the close involvement in
the work of the Slovenian Railways Group. It enables us
to offer you fast and reliable transports of cargo and all
additional activities. Our services include competitive prices
on the whole route, transport planning, advice on safety
and loading, transporting shipments on the desired route
as well as customs clearance, freight forwarding services,
overseas transports and road transports together with the
company Fersped. We are able to offer maintenance and
repair of wagons with the sister company SŽ-VIT, and the
company SŽ-ŽIP takes care of the cargo safety.
We kindly invite you to contact us so that we may discuss
opportunities of supporting your business growth.

What do we offer?
• Reliability, speed, safety and on-time delivery
• Real-time information on train movements via a modern IT system
• Guaranteed and competitive transport times
• Warehousing
• Last-mile delivery
• Door-to-door delivery with acomplete set of logistics
• A wide range of wagon types
• Control and monitoring of consignments
• High-quality carriage
• Simple and efficient approach to business
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THE SLOVENIAN RAILWAYS GROUP
The Slovenian Railways Group is a group of ten Slovenian
railway companies – the Slovenske železnice mother
company and its nine daughter companies. In international
and domestic traffic, we ensure safe, reliable and fast cargo
and passenger transport, complete logistics solutions in
one place, as well as the maintenance of railway vehicles,
traffic management and the management of the public
railway infrastructure. The core activities of passenger
and cargo transports, infrastructure maintenance and
traffic management are performed by the companies SŽPotniški promet, SŽ-Tovorni promet and SŽ-Infrastruktura
respectively. The other companies in the group are
responsible for activities that enable the smooth and
quality performance of core activities. SŽ-VIT provides
traction, the maintenance of rolling stock and technical
services for both passenger and cargo carriers. Fersped
offers forwarding and integrated logistics services in rail
and road logistics, maritime logistics and in air logistics.
SŽ-ŽGP is the in-house construction company, specialised
in the construction, renewal, and maintenance of track
super- and substructure. The company SŽ ŽIP is the railway
company for disabled persons which provides different

supporting services. The Institute of Traffic and Transport
is the Slovenian Railway’s research and development
organisation, which covers a number of areas, mainly
related to transport. The smallest Group company,
SŽ-Železniška tiskarna, provides printing services.
The Group’s mission is providing transport and logistics
services in freight and passenger transport, managing
public rail infrastructure and traffic management, as well
as providing quality and efficient services to economy and
promoting the mobility of population in a safe, reliable and
environmentally-friendly manner.
The Slovenian Railways Group, with its long-standing
tradition, is also a modern, forward-looking company.
Our vision is becoming an important regional transport
operator and provider of integrated logistics services in
Central and South-East Europe, becoming a key provider of
passenger services in Slovenian integrated public transport,
and managing and maintaining modern, reliable and safe
public rail infrastructure.

Our goals for the target region for cargo and passenger services in Central and South-East Europe:
• Increasing the rail freight market share on rail freight corridors through Slovenia
• Becoming the biggest provider of passenger services in Slovenian integrated public transport
• Providing efficient and reliable management of public rail infrastructure
• Developing and expanding freight and passenger terminals
• Becoming the leading constructing and engineering company in the area of rail infrastructure
• Developing efficient supporting services within the SŽ Group
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PRODUCT ORGANIZATION
FOR YOUR SUCCESS
At SŽ-Tovorni promet, we are aware that timely
transports, according to the agreed dynamics, are vital
for your success. That is why we pay great attention to
the organization of transports, their monitoring, and to
providing you with up-to-date information about the
location of your cargo.
The sales, production and planning activities have to be
closely connected to provide appropriate quality. That
is why we have organised our activities in these fields
in a manner that offers our customers comprehensive
monitoring, information and advice regarding the
organization of our services.
Already in the phase of preparing the offer, we present
our business partners the manner of our round-the clock
informing, and our advice regarding the performance of
transports throughout the transport route.
Our employees from various departments are organized
according to individual cargo segments, which enables
them to provide our customers with comprehensive
information in all phases of the sales, planning and
production processes. Naturally, we notify our business
partners of the detailed contact information of their
respective key account managers, who are able to offer
them support according to their preferences.

Our colleagues are able to provide you the following comprehensive services:
• Advising and assistance in the preparation of optimal transport logistics from the first need for transports to the
performance of transports
• Contact and customer informing 24 hours / 7 days a week
• Comprehensive management of processes by individual products, preparation of measures for improving the processes
• Preparation of quality offers for our customers by the participation of employees from various departments, taking into
account various aspects of the process
• Overview of customer’s plans and the coordination according to our current capacities and the infrastructure situation
• Coordination regarding the shipments, wagons and other resources
• Monitoring of your cargo transports, suggesting and coordinating the needed measures together with you
• Operational monitoring and implementation of SŽ-Tovorni promet carrier processes abroad
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E-FREIGHT TRANSPORT
USING E-BUSINESS FOR COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES
At Slovenske železnice-Tovorni promet we use our
e-transport services to offer you high-quality, modern and
comprehensive electronic access to data that can simplify
your business. You can directly access our information
system on the web portal. With your user name and
password, you can use various different services, such
as e-wagon request orders, tracking and tracing your
consignments and information about its location or status.
In the online archive you can find information about all
your consignments, transported in the last three months.

• Electronic consignment note

In the ordering section of our web portal we offer you:

The electronic consignment note is used to exchange
data with the customer in the handover of consignments,
as well as between carriers. The main advantages of
the electronic consignment note are the acceleration of
processes, and the increase in the efficiency of work, since
there is no longer a need for multiple data inputs in the
logistics chain. The customer can fill out the electronic
consignment note by using a web form, or prepare data
in XML format and send them in the agreed manner.
Currently, we use the electronic consignment note in
working with some of our key customers and partners. In
the near future we will offer it in general use and include it
on the SŽ Cargo’s E-freight transport web portal.

•

MONITORING AND INFORMATION

ORDERING

E-wagon request orders

The application enables ordering the loading of cargo at
stations in the area of the Slovenian railways. You can order
wagons at any time, and you can check the time of the
order and cancel your order. The web portal also allows
you to view the status of the order by individual stations.

•

E-queries

With this application, you can submit your inquiry for
transport possibilities in an electronic form. The application
enables controlled input of general data and detailed
information about the future consignment. It is accessible
to all users, because it is located outside the portal.
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In the monitoring and information section of our web
portal we offer you:

•

Tracking and tracing of consignments

You can track your consignments both in Slovenia and
abroad. In addition to the information on the consignment
note, you can also access information, such as the current
location of the wagon or consignment and the status
of the consignment – if the wagon is loaded, if it is at a
technical station etc. All data is available in real time. You
can track your consignments through several options, such
as the destination station, a consignment note, a wagon, a
commercial contract or a list of all your consignments.

• Tracking and tracing of wagons
If your own or rented wagons are included in our wagon
fleet, you can also track their empty runs.

•

Information

We also offer you the possibility of receiving automatic
e-mails about the arrival of the train with your
consignment to a particular station or the departure
from it, about the date and time of arrival or departure,
the name of the train station where your consignment
currently is, and about the detailed information about your
consignment.

ARCHIVING
Our web archive includes:

• Archive of data about the consignments
You can review all the consignments that we have
carried for you on the previous day. You can search for

consignment data by departure, arrival, or transit. When
reviewing, you can select any date or period for which
you would like to access the archive information about
your consignment. The data for the last three months is
available.

•

Central billing

You can access the electronic specification to the invoice.
The specification contains analytical information on
consignments that we have carried for you and have issued
an invoice for them. You can easily import data into your
information system and use them for further analysis.

Additional information about
E-Freight Transport:
Marko Rajilič
Tel.: +386 1 29 14 253
E-mail: marko.rajilic@slo-zeleznice.si

connecting europe
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BUSINESS RESULTS 2018
EXCEEDING PLANS AS THE BASIS FOR FURTHER GROWTH
The business year 2018 was a quite demanding period
for SŽ-Tovorni promet, as well as for the whole Slovenian
Railways Group. The positive international economic
trends of the year before gradually slowed down, as did
the growth of GDP in Slovenia. At the same time, we
were working in an increasingly demanding competitive
environment, characterized by rapid changes. The entry
of new private rail carriers into the European transport
market continued. They have been offering quality services
on longer transport routes with modern rolling stock.
However, we have managed to respond to competitive
challenges by constantly adapting our services to the
wishes of our customers, by creating comprehensive
transport and logistics services in cooperation with our
long-standing partners, and by expanding our sales and
production activities in key markets in the region.
SŽ–Tovorni promet in 2018 carried 20.4 million tons of
cargo and performed 4,966 million net tonne kilometres.
Thus, we fell slightly behind the results of 2017, but
exceeded our plans. Our operating revenues and expenses
reached EUR 193,120 thousand and EUR 182,844 thousand
respectively.
In 2018, we have been facing many challenges. The
Slovenian market is quite small and the competitors have
been intensifying their activities. At the same time, there
were many obstacles due to infrastructure maintenance
and construction. However, by constantly looking for
solutions and improvements, we managed to achieve net
profit, and we can say that we are satisfied with the results.
In 2018, we continuously developed our presence in
the home market and in the key markets of the region.
We expanded our range of services by developing highquality targeted products and services for strategic cargo,
customers and routes, such as the Sava Express product,

Logistics
moves life
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which provides a competitive connection of European
Union countries with Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia and
neighbouring countries. We also continued developing our
services abroad, together with our partners, and with our
own traction in Austria and Croatia.
We also continued the modernisation of our rolling stock
fleet, to provide our customers with higher efficiency,
better quality of services and lower costs. In 2018, we
bought 80 of the total 100 wagons with Innofreight’s
innovative RockTainer system. These universal wagons,
with various upgrades, enable the transport of different
types of cargo. The new wagons for bulk cargo transports
have brought our customers higher quality of transports,
easier loading and unloading and a greater capacity. We
completed the public tender for the purchase of four
modern shunting locomotives Effishunter 1000 by CZ Loko.
The new locomotives will be placed to work at the freight
station Koper, which is the most important freight station
on the Slovenian rail network. We have also completed the
complete overhaul of the first of 12 shunting locomotive,
including fitting a new motor. The preparation of the
investment documentation for further locomotives is
already underway.
We can proudly say that every employee is an important
link in the story of our company. That is why we will
continue placing great care in developing their competence
and improving their working conditions. The positive
results, achieved by our employees in an ever-changing
competitive environment, are a good basis for our further
development, together with our customers and other
partners.

PLANS FOR 2019
THE NEEDS OF OUR CUSTOMERS ALWAYS COME FIRST
The first months of 2019 showed that this year was
going to be at least as eventful as the year before. The
expectations of our customers further confirmed that SŽTovorni promet had an important role of a reliable regional
carrier and operator in the Slovenian market and on foreign
regional markets. In Slovenia, we plan to maintain the
existing predominant market share in the railway transport
market. At the same time, we will continue to strengthen
our market and production activities in the key foreign
markets of central and south-eastern Europe, especially in
the markets of the former corridor X.
We will offer our customers new regional products and
logistics services and strive to manage entire transport
routes, at the same time increasing the quality and
utilisation of existing products. We will increase our
presence in the key markets of Austria, Italy, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Hungary, Croatia, Serbia,
Romania and Bulgaria. As much as possible, we will directly
address the final customers to be able offer them services
tailor-made according to their needs.
We will enhance the quality of services for our customers
by implementing key investments in rolling stock and other
equipment. In the field of rolling stock, we will overhaul
further four shunting locomotives and take over two of the
four new shunting locomotives. We are already preparing
the investment documentation for the purchase of

additional electric and diesel mainline locomotives.
The tender will already be published this year.
We will support the further development of combined
transports as our ever-growing segment in 2019 by
investments in our container terminals, including a new
reach stacker for the terminal in Celje, a new spreader for
the gantry crane in Ljubljana and the restoration of floor
surfaces in both terminals.
IT development is another key area of our investment
plans. The year 2019 will see the full implementation of
the electronic consignment note and the implementation
of the first phase of the modernisation of our E-Freight
Transport system, for a modern and comprehensive
electronic access to data that can simplify your business.
As it has been the case in the past, the needs of our
customers will always come first for SŽ-Tovorni promet.
We are dedicated to constantly improving our services
in close cooperation with them. We will continue
actively expanding our comprehensive and competitive
services on the regional markets, targeted at the needs
of our customers. Together with other companies of the
Slovenian Railway Group, we will continue doing our very
best to prove to you that we are a reliable and trustworthy
partner.

We move
logistics
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SLOVENIA IS BUILDING FOR YOU
Rail transport is an important factor in supplying the
economy and ensuring personal mobility. At the same
time, it contributes significantly to the preservation of
our natural environment, since it is significantly more
environment-friendly than road cargo transport. In its
White paper, Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area
– Towards a competitive and resource efficient transport
system, the European Commission places great emphasis
on rail transport. The European Commission included the
shift of cargo from roads to other modes of transport, such
as rail or water transport, among the ten objectives for a
competitive and resource-efficient transport system.

One of the vital conditions for the further growth of
rail transports is the good condition of the railway
infrastructure. In recent years, Slovenia has been investing
heavily in the state-owned public railway infrastructure.
The objectives of large-scale modernisation and new
construction are the elimination of bottlenecks, ensuring
the adequate capacity of the lines and increasing
their throughput capacity. Regular maintenance and
modernisation of the Slovenian railway network will give
us the opportunity to further adapt our services to your
needs.

By the end of 2019, the following uninterrupted closures will take place on the Slovenian
public railway network, which will hinder railway transports:
Ljubljana Šiška - Jesenice
from 31. 8. (from 3:00) to 2. 9. (to 4:00)
from 28. 9. (from 7:00) to 30. 9. (to 4:00)
Pragersko – Hoče (left track)
from 11. 10. (from 7:00) to 14. 10. (to 19:00)
Rimske Toplice – Laško (right track)
from 22. 7. to 3. 8.
Rimske Toplice – Laško (left track)
from 3. 8. to 16. 8.
Zidani Most – Rimske Toplice (right track)
from 19. 8. to 17. 1. 2020
Prešnica – Koper
from 30. 8. (from 22:00) to 2. 9. (to 10:00)
Štanjel – Sežana
from 2. 11. (from 7:00) to 3. 11. (to 19:00)
Nova Gorica -Vrtojba/Prvačina
from 15. 11. (from 22:00) to 18. 11. (to 4:00)
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At SŽ-Tovorni promet, together with other companies
of the Slovenian Railways Group, we are implementing
operational measures to ensure that these and other
infrastructure obstacles barriers have the smallest possible
impact on your trains. We always ensure that the needs
of our customers are in the first place, although this may
mean additional costs for us. However, due to the limited
capacity of the Slovenian rail network, we cannot avoid
delays. Therefore, we thank you in advance for your
understanding.

You can get all information about
the running of your trains at:
Service centre
SŽ-Tovorni promet
Tel.: +386 1 29 13 200, +386 1 29 13 201
E-mail: csc@slo-zeleznice.si

The major infrastructure
construction works in
2019

Investments in railway infrastructure 2014-2020
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NEW AND OVERHAULED LOCOMOTIVES – BETTER SERVICES
FOR OUR CUSTOMERS
A modern locomotive fleet is essential for quality services.
At SŽ-Tovorni promet, we are aware of that, and that is
why we are gradually modernising our existing locomotives
and expanding our logistics capacities by purchasing new
locomotives.
In the middle of February 2019, the director of SŽ–Tovorni
promet, M. Sc. Melita Rozman Dacar, signed the contract
for the purchase of four diesel shunting locomotives
Effishunter 1000 by the manufacturer CZ Loko. The new
locomotives will enable us to enhance its competitiveness
on the demanding transport market and provide better
services to our customers. And – last but not least – the
Effishunter locomotives are more environment-friendly.
Today, countrywide we use 37 shunting locomotives. They
are used for forming of trains, the delivery and dispatch

of wagons with customers, and for hauling lighter trains
on some stretches. We will use the four new shunting
locomotives at the Koper freight station. This is the most
important freight station of the Slovenian railway network.
Up to 1,200 wagons a day are loaded and unloaded in
Koper. The reliability and timely performance of services
are thus exceptionally important for all the participants in
the logistics process.
The new shunting locomotives will enable SŽ-Tovorni
promet to enhance its competitiveness and the quality of
services on the highly competitive transport market. At
the same time, they will be an important step forward in
complying with the ever-more demanding environment
protection regulation. The first two locomotives will be
delivered in 2020.

Technical specification of the Effishunter 1000 shunting locomotive
It is a four-axle diesel electric locomotive with two bogies and two axles. Its power is 895 kW, top speed of 100 km/h, traction
force 267 kN, the mass 80 tons. The motor (C32) made by Caterpiller conforms to the EURO Stage IIIB standards. This means
less operating noise, lower consumption and lower emissions.

Another important milestone for our rolling stock
modernisation plan was the official takeover of the first
completely overhauled existing 642/643 series shunting
locomotive at the end of May 2019. This was just the first
of the total 12 diesel shunting locomotives, which will be
completely overhauled until 2021.
The so-called remotorization, where all the main
components of the locomotive (engine, generator, braking
system and steering) are replaced with new ones, is being
carried out as part of regular revisions. The remotorization
of all 12 locomotives will be carried out by our sister
company SŽ-VIT, together with external contractors. By
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using modern railway technology, SŽ-VIT and SŽ-Tovorni
promet are proving that even older vehicles, when
completely overhauled, can still easily compete with
younger and more modern, and even new vehicles.
The modernisation of our locomotive fleet does not stop
here, of course. We are already preparing investment
documentation for the purchase of further electric and
mainline locomotives. The tender will be published by the
end of the year. We are confident that new investments
will enable us to further develop our activities in the wider
region and offer our partners even better services on
longer routes, including foreign markets.

MODERNISED WAGON FLEET FOR MORE
COMPETITIVE AND QUALITY SERVICES
At SŽ-Tovorni promet, we always put the expectations of
our customers first, and the provision of the sufficient
number and types of freight wagons is among their vital
demands. That is why we are modernising our cargo
wagons fleet.
On Friday, 14th of September 2019, we officially took
over the one hundredth wagon with the innovative
RockTainer system. The universal wagons, by using
different components, enable the transport of various
types of cargo. The new wagons, on which containers
for transporting bulk cargo are mounted, bring about
higher quality of transports. The unloading is much faster
than with the existing older wagons. One Sggrrs wagon
with two containers has a load capacity exceeding the
capacity of two older Tadds wagons. Their implementation
means larger net weight of trains, a better utilisation of
the equipment, less trains for the transport of the same
goods, and less shunting in the port of Koper and with our
customers. This will enable us to adapt to the demands of
the market more quickly and to offer our customers better
services.

Apart from new purchases, the overhaul of existing wagons
is also undergoing. The company SŽ-VIT, which is also
part of the Slovenian Railways Group, is modernising our
open Eas and Eaos wagons, which are among our most
used wagons. The overhaul consists of the replacement of
the metal body and of the floor of the wagons. By using
newer, more durable materials, the existing wagons are
provided with a more solid construction, and their lifecycle
is extended by 20 years. At the same time there are fewer
breakdowns, and the maintenance costs are lower. We
have already restored 105 wagons, and further 80 to 100
wagons will be overhauled in the next two years.

The modernisation of our wagons will continue in the
following years. Until the end of 2020, we plan to purchase
further 300 wagons of various types, according to the
needs of our customers. Together with the modernised
locomotive fleet, this will give us the possibility to further
improve our services for our customers.
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SŽ-TOVORNI PROMET AS THE REGIONAL INTEGRATOR
On the sixth and seventh of February 2018, SŽ-Tovorni
promet organized a regional high-level meeting of the
managers of the rail cargo companies SŽ-Tovorni promet,
d.o.o., HŽ Cargo d.o.o., Akcionarsko društvo za železnički
prevoz robe „Srbija Kargo“, Beograd, Željeznice Republike
Srpske a.d., Makedonski železnici transport a.d., Skopje,
Makedonija and AD Montecargo. The main purpose of
the meeting was to strengthen the cooperation between
companies, to enable them to provide better services
for their business partners. It is a major step towards
improving regional cooperation between railway freight
carriers.

Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia signed
a memorandum of cooperation. With it, they agreed to
work together in developing new quality services for
customers, which will also have a positive impact on the
development of the region, as well as on the modal shift
of freight from roads to railways. In addition, the carriers
decided to inform their governments of their activities.
They proposed that the responsible authorities explore the
possibility of introducing appropriate financial and other
measures to ensure the railway undertakings an economic
position, comparable to carriers of goods in other modes of
transport and railway carriers in other European countries.

At the meeting, the participants discussed their
cooperation in cargo transports in the area of the former
tenth corridor or the planned Alpine-Western Balkan
Corridor, and joint measures for the provision of the
highest-quality logistic services.

By signing the agreement, the directors of regional freight
transport companies committed themselves to cooperating
in the new comprehensive product Sava Express – a
direct cargo train between Slovenia and Serbia. With
the new train, which started running in March of 2018,
the countries of the European Union are even better
connected with Serbia and other countries in the region.

The directors of the rail cargo operators from Slovenia,
Croatia, Republika Srpska, the Federation of Bosnia and

The participants of
the high-level meeting
agreed to work together
in developing new
quality services for
customers.
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TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS OF SOUTH-EASTERN EUROPE AND THE DANUBE
REGION CONFERENCE
SŽ CARGO AMONG THE RECIPIENTS OF THE BRAND LEADER AWARD 2019
The representatives of SŽ-Tovorni promet took part in
the international conference Transport and Logistics of
South-Eastern Europe and the Danube Region, which took
place on March 27th 2019 in Belgrade. The conference
was attended by more than 400 participants coming from
south-eastern Europe and other European countries, as
well as from Turkey, Russia, China and elsewhere.

At the end of the conference, SŽ Cargo was awarded the
Brand Leader Award 2019, for setting new standards
of operational excellence and professionalism, overall
efficiency, quality and reliability in the field of integrated
intermodal rail transport and logistics services in the
transport market of south-eastern Europe.

M. Sc. Melita Rozman Dacar, the director of SŽ-Tovorni
promet, presented the activities of the company, which
in recent years has established itself as a facilitator,
which aims to improve cooperation between carriers in
the region in order to improve common services. As an
example of good practice, she presented the products Sava
Express and Breza. She stressed the need of constantly
adjusting to the needs of the customers. She also added
that infrastructure managers should coordinate their
infrastructure construction works and already in advance
provide the conditions for the smoothest possible cargo
transport performance, in spite of the works.

SŽ-Tovorni promet was awarded
the Brand Leader Award 2019.
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With us you always hit your target
CONTACTS
SŽ – Tovorni promet, d. o. o.
Kolodvorska 11
SI-1000 Ljubljana
E-mail: cargo@slo-zeleznice.si
Director: M. Sc. Melita Rozman Dacar
Phone: 00386 1 29 14 300
Fax: 00386 1 29 14 815
E-mail: melita.rozman-dacar@slo-zeleznice.si
Sales, Marketing and Sales Support
Mojca Presl Kokalj
Phone: 00386 1 29 14 294
Fax: 00386 1 29 14 850
E-mail: mojca.presl-kokalj@slo-zeleznice.si
Combined transport
Robert Gaber
Letališka 14
SI-1000 Ljubljana
Phone: 00386 1 29 15 603
Fax: 00386 1 29 12 965
E-mail: robert.gaber@slo-zeleznice.si
Service centre
SŽ-Tovorni promet
Tel.: +386 1 29 13 200, +386 1 29 13 201
E-mail: csc@slo-zeleznice.si

Small parcels
Borislava Angelovski
Kajuhova 51
SI-1000 Ljubljana
Phone: 00386 1 29 12 425
Fax: 00386 1 29 12 443
E-mail: borislava.angelovski@slo-zeleznice.si
Austria
Generalrepräsentanz der Slowenischen Bahnen für Österreich
Opernring 1/R/IV/415
A-1010 Wien
Marino Fakin
Phone: 0043 1 58 74 251
Mobile: 0043 664 4129211
Fax: 0043 1 587 42 5113
E-mail: slowenische.bahnen@speed.at
Bosnia and Hercegovina
Slovenske železnice d.o.o.
Tovarni promet-Predstavništvo u BiH
Husrefa Redžića 1
BA-71000 Sarajevo
Hajrudin - Dino Selimović
Phone: 00387 33 443 551
Mobile: 00387 61 139 634
Fax: 00387 33 443 551
Email: slovenske.zeljeznice@bih.net.ba

Hungary
Magyarországi kereskedelmi képviselete
Váci út 76
H-1133 Budapest
Éva Tamás-Vadnai
Phone: 0036 1 883 0392
Mobile: 0036 30 350 1019
E-mail: eva.tamas-vadnai@slo-zeleznice.si
Italy
Ferrovieslovene s.r.l.
Rappresentanza in Italia
Via Marangoni 56
I-33100 Udine
Alan Radin
Phone: 0039 0432 237181
Mobile: 0039 348 300 56 54
E-mail: info@ferrovieslovene.it
Serbia
SI - Cargo Logistics d.o.o.
Jurija Gagarina 32
11070 Novi Beograd
Phone: 00381 11 35 32 815
Fax: 00381 11 35 32 816
E-mail: dragan.grujic@slo-zeleznice.si

